ABSTRACT: Multiple minima of water cluster hypersurfaces are explored to find thermodynamic properties by means of the corresponding partition functions of their canonical distributions. The combination of semiempirical quantum chemical procedures for calculating the cluster energies in local minima of supermolecules and the statistical thermodynamics approach for both the evaluation of macroscopic association energies and the possible reduction by average of absolute errors intrinsic to the parametrized Hamiltonian are shown to provide an appropriate model for comparison between experimental and theoretical results. The method can explicitly take into account environmental effects due to intermolecular interaction. Water trimer and tetramer association energies of −10.9 and −14.1 kJ/mol obtained from virial coefficient calculations compare very well to the values of −10.5 and −16.4 kJ/mol, respectively, found for the theoretical association energies in this paper.
Introduction

W
ater clusters have been very well studied [1] , both experimentally and theoretically. Understanding of large and ubiquitous problems cur-complexes could only occur for the duration of a collision, they have been used as theoretical models to correlate their equilibrium constants with the very macroscopic virial equation coefficients. This is done in the way that the second virial coefficient B is related with dimers, C is related with both the dimer and trimer, and so on [3, 4] . However, it has been stated that the second virial coefficient is not sensitive to the shape of the molecule [5] .
In the present article, we explore hypersurfaces of several water clusters by means of approximate quantum mechanical Hamiltonians. Their local minima correspond to supermolecular arrangements that are significant to the state of the system. They are obtained after visiting several different geometries of such potential energy hypersurface by the driving force of gradients. Local minima are considered to be those having the lowest calculated energies. Then, association energy and entropy are obtained after treating results by statistical thermodynamics formulae.
The Statistical Model
The k wavefunction of a certain kth accessible state of an ensemble of molecules should be obtained from the time-independent Schrödinger equation,Ĥ k R, r = E k k R, r ,
where ( R, r) is the collection of position vectors of nuclei and electrons in the system. As we are obviously unable to obtain such an exact wavefunction and the corresponding eigenvalue, let us consider a canonical ensemble of molecules composed by a number m of (H 2 O) n water clusters, occupying a necessary and sufficient constant volume V to allow a stationary temperature T in the system. The equation of formation for each cluster is
The ensemble can show several kth states, although only the limited collection of those having minimal E k 's are truly significant to represent the macroscopic state. As the total energy E k depend on the molecular arrangement and degree of participation of each cluster, we can also write
where f i is a weighting factor, depending on the energy ε i of each cluster. The energies ε i of the most influential clusters in the ensemble's kth state can be obtained from their corresponding eigenvalues. Therefore, each cluster must be selected to represent an influent local minimum i in the nth supermolecular hypersurface, which has several well depth sizes depending on their coordinates. Our attention will be focused on finding a minimal set of clusters with the minimal number of molecules that could represent the most significant contributions to the kth state of the whole system. Boltzmann weighting factors must be used for obtaining the corresponding thermodynamic properties from calculations of Hamiltonians corresponding to the most significant clusters. In this case we have two important integer numbers for scaling from the molecular level to the macroscopical level: m clusters with different intermolecular arrangements having n molecules in each cluster.
It is well known that the internal energy, the entropy, and the Helmholtz free energy of canonical ensembles can be expressed in statistical terms [6] as, respectively,
where q is the molecular partition function, i.e., the statistically weighted sum of states corresponding to the given ensemble
The partition function of Eq. (7) should be calculated, assuming the appropriate energy scale. Therefore, a conventional reference state has to be chosen for this purpose. We can define our reference state in order to deal only with interaction energies among molecules in a given cluster. This means we consider translational, rotational, and vibrational states of each free molecule in the reference state as identical to those in the clusters; i.e., the association process is considered to be isothermal from the intramolecular point of view. In other words, the state of reference is taken as a virtual cluster with the same number of isolated or noninteracting molecules, so that the sum of their total energies can be stated as the starting value in our scale.
* Thus, in the reference state q = 1. Accordingly, the energy of the cluster with respect to the new scale, ε i , is
Consequently, the molecular partition function is, then,
Working with Eqs. (4), (5), (6) , and (8) and the new partition function in Eq. (9), we can define some thermodynamic functions for the series of significant clusters in this approach,
)
where E ass , S ass , and F ass are the energy, entropy, and Helmholtz free energy (or work function), respectively, related to the molecular association process. A previously reported superposition approximation used an approach to the superposition of densities of states corresponding to local minima in the case of atoms [7 -12] and water [13, 14] . The authors selected significant geometrical structures of cells with several bodies and calculated their energies by classical potentials in order to obtain thermodynamic quantities. It is clear that finding a general procedure for nonsymmetrical bodies needs a path to reach the most probable structures of minima without any a priori criteria. Moreover, classical potentials must be parametrized for each case to be accurate, and it is a serious limitation if an extension is desired to any different system.
For solving these shortcomings, we take several arbitrary arrangements of molecules as starting points and use a traditional gradient minimization procedure [15] with respect to the cluster Hamiltonians. The path followed conducts to local potential energy minima of each n molecular cluster. The procedure involves visits to a large number of different supermolecular arrangements during the gradient * This is truly significant only for translational degrees of freedom that are the most energetic and classically nondependent on the molecular geometry. In the case of rotational and vibrational modes, they must be slightly different because the optimized geometry of an isolated molecule is not exactly the same as the one in the cluster. This is a recognized approximation of this approach. driven path, in order to explore the multiple minima hypersurface of such systems.
The Calculation of Energy
Calculations of the total electronic energy ε i corresponding to each cluster including the appropriate number of water molecules in each gradient step is a very big job in the current state of quantum chemical methods. If the ordinary ab initio selfconsistent field (SCF) procedures are used, some important and mutually related problems arise: first, the huge computational effort required for calculating the total energies of several clusters having the sufficient amount of molecules to meet the previous requirements; second, the great importance of correlation effects when dealing with long-range interaction energies among separate molecules in each cluster, and the very high cost of this correction; third, the basis set superposition error (BSSE) which usually tends to overestimate molecular interactions; and fourth, a previously unpredictable and maybe very large number of calculations for different clusters needed to select those representing a given state. Some previous calculations of water clusters with high-level ab initio basis sets corroborate these considerations [16] . We can add our own experience with non-too-large water clusters in our current research: analytical calculations of gradient pathways, as a common and unavoidable procedure of ab initio programs, significantly delay the arrival to a local minimum.
Force-field methods on the grounds of very good theoretical calculations or accurate experimental values could also be useful for molecular interactions of this kind. However, clusters where bonding behavior between molecules is unpredictable could also give unpredictable results, because potential functions are parametrized to give good results only in those cases where the selected kind of interaction pattern is followed. In general, the predictive capacity of these methods is excellent for facts, although it lacks the theoretical grounds to explain why such facts occur.
We decided on a plausible alternative to calculate series of molecular clusters as it is the use of a semiempirical SCF-molecular orbital (MO) Hamiltonian [17] . It can be computed faster than nonempirical routines, includes correlation effects during the parametrization procedures with respect to experimental values, and has no significant problems with BSSE. This procedure also includes some empirical corrections for improving several longrange interactions [18] , i.e., truly interatomic potential functions with several terms are created to evaluate the nondensity matrix-dependent part of the energy: the core-core interaction term. In this respect, Dewar's semiempirical methods could be considered as truly mixed quantum and molecular mechanical procedures.
The so-called MNDO-PM3 method [19] has been parametrized using heats of formation at 298 K and 1 atm of a large set of typical reference molecules. It has been designed to reproduce standard heats of formation from total energies (after the inclusion of accurate experimental atomization heats) and molecular geometries corresponding to the minimal SCF energy after a gradient minimization of the trial polyatomic system among other properties. This method reproduces very well internal hydrogen bonding patterns between two water molecules [20] . MNDO-PM3 and in general all the socalled semiempirical methods have received strong criticism because of misconceptions and, mainly, misuse by inexpert authors. It has been stated that it perhaps fails up to 40% in association energies of water. In the present work we will take this point into consideration. Evidently, energy terms or degrees of freedom other than electronic interactions must appear in the optimized supermolecules that have no counterpart in the reference state (cf. Eq. (8) above). The overall rotational energy of each cluster can be neglected because of their pseudo-spherical shape. Additionally, the new 3n − 6 intermolecular vibrational modes, in which n is the number of molecules in a cluster as shown in Eq. (1), could influence the final energy. However, they should be lowfrequency vibrations due to the long-range interactions involved. Consequently, the energy evolved to attain the populated supermolecular vibrational modes will not be considered in the results of this article because the accuracy of our calculations is expected to be lower than this very particular point.
Series of randomly arranged water clusters were generated to start the study of each n molecular cluster, and the results were processed with two programs written especially for this work [21] . The quality of random numbers was appropriately tested. For building starting clusters, a single molecule (or a supermolecule too) was placed in the center of coordinates and taken as input data. Additional water molecules were placed on a new randomly positioned center of coordinates with respect to that of the initial molecules and were rotated themselves, also randomly, around the three coordinate axis. All newly generated molecules overlapping the Van der Waals volumes of any other already existing molecules were discarded. Seeds for the random number generating routine were taken for each new cluster from the product of the seconds and the hundredths of seconds of the computer clock when the program began each calculation, to avoid equivalent random number series. Calculations were performed with the MOPAC program [22] .
A large number of fully convergent SCF cycles, with their respective different cluster geometries, were calculated during the process for each water cluster to reach each minimum, including the simpler ones. It is a good background for the statistical quality of our considerations.
Results
To determine the best n, series of different clusters were calculated by changing the number of water molecules in each one. Starting from dimers, the number of water molecules was increased by one up to the decamer. Then the increment was by two water molecules up to the 16-molecule cluster in which we made a final increase of 4 to a 20-water supermolecular cluster.
Results are summarized in Table I . Notice the agreement of E ass values to several water polymer association energies, as obtained by means of the virial coefficients [23] .
Let us first direct attention to the water dimers. They are known to appear in different geometrical arrangements, and the following are among the most stable:
In this case we found a predicted value in clear disagreement with the experimental evidence (−5.9 kJ/mol calculated vs. −13.2 kJ/mol experimental). Up to 80 random arrangements of two water molecules were assayed, and only 4 minima with different energy were found. This is the first problem, and it is dealing with pure geometrical factors that dramatically reduce the sample of final conformations (although leaving intact the significance of the statistical path for arriving at them during the SCF and gradient optimization). We guess that the main consequence would be the lack of statistical averaging for canceling the semiempirical Hamiltonian errors. Moreover, among all the 80 attempts, the widely accepted C s symmetry conformation for this species [20] was attained only a few times, although they showed the lowest calculated energy. All other cases pointed to the C 2v dimer species that appears slightly higher in energy. It is clear that the eigenvector following minimization procedure was not able to easily find the C s conformation if the starting random arrangement was not oriented in this way. This problem with the minimization algorithm, together with the already mentioned noncancellation of the intrinsic errors in the PM3 parametrization, must be responsible for the higher and erroneous value in this case.
The trimer, allowing seven nondegenerate cases, gave excellent agreement with the experimental evidence, and it must be due to the absence of the previously mentioned problems of the dimer. Figures 1 and 2 show the results after 190 cluster (or cell) optimizations of the water tetramer. The ordering of cells is the same as the random generation of molecular arrangements for starting points of geometry optimizations. In Figure 1 , all the 190 cell tetramer results are displayed. It appears that several values of ε are repeated around −12, −14, and −17 kJ/mol. This indicates degeneracy in the cluster energies, which is mainly present in the case of the simpler clusters. We can have two types of degeneracy in this kind of hypersurface minima: (1) that of cells which have the same energy and the same or symmetrical molecular arrangement and (2) that of nonsymmetrical and different molecular arrangements with the same energy. Both of them are as frequent in the small cluster. Type 1 degeneracy is undesirable because it does not add new information to the partition function. This case can be detected when very similar final energies are obtained for different starting clusters. It is just the case of the tetramer with the above energies. A detailed study of these cases will be published in brief.
Consequently, Figure 2 presents the same series of the water tetramer in which each molecular energy is taken into account only once for the summation in the partition function up to an arbitrary amount of m = 25 significant contributions. This conventional number has been used because the results were more than sufficient to stabilize the weighted average of the association energy. In this case the stabilization was attained with the value of m = 13, as is shown. In this case, the undesirable degeneracy is removed by rejecting from the series all new cells having an energy difference less than 0.096 kJ/mol with respect to any previously input one. The most important consequence is that Figure 1 presented a descending F ass value according to the total amount of calculated cells for this cluster. It was due to the artificial increase of the partition function value of Eqs. (7) and (9) . The same effect was less important in E ass because it depends on the q * /q * relationship. This problem with F ass is significantly reduced when we eliminate the energy degeneracy, as it can be seen by comparing Figure 2 with Figure 1 . Figures 3 and 4 show the evolution of energies for 8 and 20 water molecule clusters, respectively. They have been selected from among the other calculated molecular clusters because they are rep- resentative. In these cases the number of cell optimizations necessary to achieve 25 significant values is considerably reduced (41 and 48, respectively). It must be pointed out that the stability in E ass was always attained before 25 valid clusters. In all cases the number m of clusters to represent the state, from the energetic point of view, ranged from 13 to 20.
According to results in Table I , Figure 5 shows the evolution of E ass and F ass values with respect to the number n of water molecules in clusters. The approach of E ass (from 8 to 20 water molecule clusters) to the association term is obtained for the dimer from the second virial term experimentally (−19.3 kJ/mol) [24] . Previous results with a large basis set HF ab initio calculation, with zero point corrections, gave −10.3 kJ/mol for a water dimer at 375 K [25] .
In this respect it appears that n = 8 to 10 are the smallest clusters able to represent microstates of water in a canonical statistical ensemble. In practice, it can be seen in the figure that n = 10 is the first cluster attaining the stationary value of E ass within an acceptable error. For the cluster with n = 8 the respective stationary value of E ass was attained after the generation of m = 21 nondegenerated clusters, and this is the case where more clusters were necessary for attaining stability. This could be considered as a top value in this determination.
The evolution of the entropy term is displayed in Figure 6 . The smallest clusters (2 and 3 water mole- cules) are considered as noncomparable because it was impossible to attain the norm of 25 nondegenerated energy cells. However, maxima around 6, 7, 9, and 14 water molecule clusters could be indications of statistically stable (or "solid like") clusters in liquid water [26] .
Conclusions
An experience with the calculated association energy and free energy of water from several molecular clusters considering the statistical treatment of their multiple minima hypersurfaces is shown. This methodology must be seen as an evolution of the previous superposition approximation and has advantages for understanding the most important features of collective effects in molecular modeling because quantum mechanical Hamiltonians are used to deal with molecular interactions and bonding by starting from series of random molecular distributions. The selection of independent molecules as reference states, where all other molecular degrees of freedom than association energies are considered the same, i.e., an isothermal process of association, allows the calculation of thermodynamic values for real systems and greatly simplifies the partition function. An important characteristic of this treatment is the explicit consideration of molecular collective effects on molecular orbital properties. The water trimer and tetramer association energies of −10.9 and −14. spectively, found in this paper for the theoretical association energies.
The minimum number of water molecules in a cluster to represent the corresponding canonical ensemble appears to be n = 10, and it is necessary to obtain m = 12 to 21 in order to reach convergence in the association energy.
During the process of publication of this paper a work by two of the authors (L.A.M. and J.M.M.) appeared on solvation of a polyfunctional solute by water [27] . It shows an excellent confirmation of the ability of this multiple minima hypersurface method to deal with the molecular environmental effects for the purposes pursued in this article.
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